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SANANDA

Sananda to commune. I see we
have some painful subject matter
toda . Firstly, allow me to remin B you ones of something, for
great quarrels are being conlured because of ridiculous pronouncements.
The word is comin back that
this writer declares 5 esus to be
either extinct or a mental figment or worse, an imposter and
now some new “Sananda” is the
big cheese. Oh dear, you ones of
that tiny, dark planet with all its
beauty--do not either listen or
see.
You are into the time of the
“pro hecy’s fruition”---not only
wou d I not return as the identical “Jesus” than I would return as
$i;d.Fantical Quetzal Coat1 or
STOP your foolishness---&en in your tampered
“Bibles” it was said that the
Christ would bear a new narn$$
designate his osition.
name is simply 4 ananda”. It is a
designation and you do not understand the Universal language.
I have been coming and gomg
for some many years in this latter
century-as
Sanandamostly to the higher places of
teachmg and to the places where
the remaining portions of the
continents contain remnants of
our ancient civilizations.
IT
k OULD BE MOST WISE INDEED IF THE QUARRELS
CEAsIi AND MAN LOOKS
AROUND AT THE PLIGHT
INWHICHHEISMIRED.
IT
IS OF’ SATAN TO CAUSE
DERISION
AND DENIAL
FOR THERE IS NAUGHT
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NUMBER 4

SAVE LIGHT AND TRUTH
IN THESE WORDS.
CONTINUE TO DENY AND THE
GRIM REAPER SHALL EXPUNGE THE LIE AND IT
;wE$E
UGLY INDEED.
.
How did you expect me to make
an entrance and how were you
to be prepared? Did you think I
would come via Jimm Bakker
or Jimmy Swafgart? I&w about
Ramtha. Ma u? Lazarus? *No,
I would come again, fir~+~v$h~;
the hearts of man.
there would be a great revival of
man turning into truth as the
Word oes” forth--I AM THE
WOR&
Not this little scribe
2
GdggB
heb,p”;;;-“bI’e
dismayed by those’ who do not
believe-there is no force from
God--each will make his choice.
You dear ones who make effort
at sending forth the word, do not
waste of thy time in the remorse
of those who will not hear. As it
spreads and grows-&.
will
hear, or, *they .sim ly
contmue to discredit. I you listen--real1 listen-to then tales, you
in ow of it’s ignorance and
f%uth and they have simply become ensnared within the tentacles of the liar.

F WK

It comes from the egos which assume themselves to be “too big”
to be attacked and either do not
know how to remove the evil
fragments or find it “beneath”
their need to do so. They are
easiest to entrap. These ones
“know it all” already and have
great “visions”-‘and it usually has
more to do with
human
“following”~“fan clubs” and/or
1
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riches gaining. Some are simply
duped.
If an “ener ” tells you everythin you tz ant” to hear, be
hi hf y suspect *of that. mouth!
Af
in ?r%~ 7FtZ22%i~~%
8%
WANTSTO
H&AR!
HOWSOLUTIONS
EVER
wrTH IT co%Y
STRUCITONS---ii%?
WAYS THE
GRACE %
CREATOR AND THE UNFORGIVENESS,
lJMlTED
LOVE AND PLACEMENT.
KNOW---AND
FURTHER.
THIS IS SPECIFICALLY FOR
GG WHO IS DISHEARTENED AT THE RESPONSES
OF ONE LARGE GROUP OF
“FOLLOWEs$RcgF
AN ANCIENT
FIRSTLY THE INF F &E
TION EkCEPT
NEG~ITVE
THE
SPEAKER
OR
WRITER.
SECONDLY,
YOU
MUST
CONSIDER THE SORTING
pRocessAND$&wITHIN,
EVIL SETS UP THE ROADBLOCKS LX)NG IN ADVANCE OF THE LIGHT. I
SHALL NOT AT THIS TIME
COMMENT bN WHICH IT IS
&X&lT SHALL SORT OF IT.
It is the “little man” who will pick
up the banner and move. It will
be the insightful who are already
breaking away from the dogmas
and idiot doctrines of orthodox
denominations-try ones such as
James Robison who has pulled
#4
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from the Ba tist de$%!mation and TUR ii ED TO
THE CHRIST AND GOD. But
ou have to MARE him hear for
i e is bombarded with and buried

LET US SPEAK ON THE
CORRESPONDENCE
FROM
DG.
SE
MARRIAGE
COHABITA’I&$
vo % CE,
ETC.
Dharma, we shall simply have to
divert intent of work unto that
which is most urgent, for if we
give not answers to the questions
we have done naught but stir the
pot.

UEL. Please forgive
me but 1 am confused about
sexual activities, cohabitation
and divorce. I am sure that
others will want to understand as I do and I would like
to be able to
lain it logically to them “1”
a ter I understand.”
Let me first remind you that two
things must be held m consciousness at this r+ding and explanation. I: This document was
translated” from scrolls written
at the time of the one Immanuel
Jesus) of Nazareth over two
t6 ousand rears past, and, 2: This
1s long after the fact” and
explanation is always iven by
God as to th? errors wf ich pro$md *the plight. Lesson! are
experience and humanity 1s set
up to learn from these third dimensional experiences in greatest abundance of any lacement.
I FURTHER REM&D YOU
THAT IGNORANCE OF THE
LAW IS QUITE ACCEPTABLE
UNTO
GOD--BUT
NEITHER DOES HE ALLOW
HIS I.JTILE ONES TO BE

REMAINING BLIND IN THE
EVIL.
Ones are saying, “Well, now
someone has come along and
given us some new commandments and all this is nonsense.”
No--they are simply stated in the
writing as they are, no more and
no less. Whether or not you or I
a ee with the content makes no
dfference whatsoever. There is
a great reason for the Laws and
it is not that which you acce t it
to be. It is not a bunt % of
ridiculous restrictions to make

THROUGH THE MISUSE OF
THE GREAT AND WONDROUS GIFTS GIVEN UNTO
YOU.
Dharma, I shall attempt to answer these uestions in the order
extended. i!h is will be lengthy so
lease do not become anno ed
or we shall simply not inten B to
write on the Journal today-or
we may consider this a portion of
the Journal.

f

such, never enters into the equation. When man and woman desire the oneness of each other
they should try first to become
one in energy intent. You have
almost no intimacy in your rela;;mmhlps ,,as ,you now . practice
Sex is not mtimacy.
What’ the Law indicates is need
for total RESPONSIBILITY of
our actions and not carelessly
E oppin into the “hay’70 romp
aroun (Hwithout thought to the
impact&ther on the partner or
the possible outcome of the relationshi . Your heart will know
Sometimes
of the i7ifference.
one partner or the other might--in love--wish to “accommodate” I
the other but this is rare indeed,
for the level of “mutual” ,x-esponse is far differing both in the
sexes and the emotions. It is
most rare indeed that one “gives”
to the other in total love--it is
usual1 . more that “I may get
somet Timg later if I cooperate
now.”

We shall just dive off into the
first question and hope we keep
our audience long enough to
read the dissertation at the end
of the-writing for if you do not,
~;~;v~ll continue to not nnder.

The point, of course, is that the
sexual umon does have a purpose and man has forgotten that
love” is far more than ten or fifteen minutes of pleasure. Love
has really nothing to do with it
for it is simply a body functlon--further it is the one body function that has pulled down your
entire civilization over and over
again.

“If one is married and
loves his/her mate is it
against the laws of Creation
to engage in sexual intimacy
if the intent is NOT procreation, only mutual sharing of
love through sexual mtima ? If ye, lease explain
the 7 ogic behm B this.

It is also that God desires ou
raise ourself above the leve r of
non-t iim
. king animal and assume
thoughtful res onsibility for your
actions. In tRe ultimate union
there is shared intent of purpose
and the total consideration of
one for the other and it all takes
care quite nicely, of itself.

This question needs to be carefully read for I shall answer to
the exactness of the question
without consideration of the
questions which follow: NO, if
in fact-it is totally mutual and
there is no ill manipulative intent
involved. Further, it is YES if
there is not full honor and careful consideration
en to the
~~;bth
of the EYmin ofa
2 e facts are that %u-man
has iost his ability to discern
“love” from the “act of se?. In
999 casfq our of 1000 “love”, as

Is there “forgiveness” for “sex in
all the wrong places”?
Of
course-you have been trained
and bribed and pushed into the
actions of a current socie ruled
by evil. Do you not see.7 The
damage is,done and you cannot
in any way change that which has
one before. It 1sover and done.
fAan did not listen nor obey the
Laws and you now end up with a
mess. Forgiveness is not m uestion--understandin
of trnlh is
the point. Response%ility!

l
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“If the above is yes, what
if one or both partners are
sterilized? Or IS it against
the laws of Creation because
involves self-pleasure?
%nd if so what is the logic of
this law if ou are married
and sex is c&4E way of many
fess your love for
YOU
each 7l-i
ot er?”
The magic word is in the first
sentence--“sterilized”. You have
“come a lon
Baby”.
Mankind showe %hir%dain and
selfishness when he first found
sterilization. This abdicated all
responsibility for his fun and
Again ou who prac6%i?siuch s&p ry prove unto
yourselves that you are people of
the lie. It seemed a most pro itious thing to do to prevent t e
further procreation of children
and so it “sometimes” does.
What it truly means is that, “I
can now seek all that pleasure
without consideration of any
consTences
for m fun and
games. If you have tieen sterilIzed, are ou lesser in some
manner? d o, in fact in the mess
of civilization you probabl are
among the few thoughtFfurY Tn
responsible “lovers”.
ness? A ain, there is naug I!t toforgive ik!you did these things in
true belief--“ignorance” of the
Law is totally accentable. However8 pronouncement
of, “I
didn t know what I was doing.”

R

find no problem in the matter.
These thoughts which are unfulfillin in any manner whatsoever
are t%ru st upon you from babyhood on in the media, etc. It is
purposeful in order to pull you
down and claim your attention
from your pu ose. You are an
enslaved eop‘pe--to sex which is
to violence which
unfulfill d
stimulates sexual drives, and to
illicit relationships which give the
old adrenaline a bit of a rush.
All the while your planet goes
down the tubes while you are
playing around in one bed or another and having unwanted children or murdering them--all
these actions harden the heart
and make man sava es for he
gg& compassion-- h
FOR
.
The next time ou think that
“ONE” way to s%ow love unto
your mate---consider
altematives and try it. You may find
somethin very interesting surfaces. lf o, I do not denounce
that interaction but in truth of
the Laws as given down, I have
y!;lgt,p
ayT?&
yRy
ASON MUST IN PERFECTION MAINTAIN BALANCE
AND )MAN IS ALLOWED HIS
EXPERIENCES
ON
THIS
PHYSICAL ORB TO GROW
INTO SPIRITUAL PERFECTION-WHAT
YOU
DO
ALONG TI-IE JOURNEY IS
WHAT EITHER GETS YOU
THERE IN PERFECTION OR
CAUSES YOU TO RE-TRY
UNTIL YOU DO GET IT
STRAIGHT-NO MORE AND
CERTAINLY, NO LESS.
“Why the differences be
tween
Cohabitation
and
marriage if the people are
just as committed to each
other in love?”

I will give you a wonderful hint,
however, as you pursue the path
of light, the need for the misbehavior and self-indulgence
shall lessen and lessen and the
matter shall take care of itself.
A man is that which he thinks
about-when
ou stop: thinking
first on these ilm gs and turn to
activities of greatness-you shall

piieis

most excellent indeed.
However, once agam
ones must look carefully at the
cause and effect. Why are you
cohabitating?
Why would you
man ? The first questton yways
7th y are you not marrred if
$i.u.ave
the same commitWe& marriage is so
carelessly entered into in this society as ,b&,
cohabitation.
It is
VOL I

broken as easily as it is made, in
contract format. It is the lack of
responsibility of enterin into either arrangement whit % is the
ne ative component.
Do you
co %abit to sim 1 have a regular
sexual artner ev
.
rong! Do you
cohabi P to make it easier to
break up if you should decide
ou do not care for each other?
b rong! Because of the first answer. A true marriage entered
into in love, life intent (even if it
fails) and careful, responsible
thought is not a contractual
iece of paper. However, again
Eecause of misuse of the procreation
components---problems
usually arise with the bnthing of
children and the financial problems, etc. etc., and has nothing
to do with “contract” or responsibility.
The statistics yesterda (on TV)
showed that there are s 30 billion
outstanding
pa ents
from
“child support”. pln all cases it is
giving in to the lust of the moment without the willingness to
bear the responsibility for the actions.
Further,. birth control in all. instances,.rs a lack of responsibility
of bearmg responsibility for actions-that
of self-discipline and
self-control in the first place.
Wrong? Ri t? I guess you cap
be the ju Pge-your
planet IS
slipping mto reversed axis bethe
cause you are sufferin
consequences of 5 & l/2 %illion
Can “the’
overpopulation.
seconds of time s ent in an open
wash behind a ii ush in South
Africa be worth even *one” of
those dying, sufferin and innocent cbrldren? Loo f into their
faces and then answer me. Responsibili vs. a few brief seconds of pPeasure. To some obviously the response is yes”. Well,
these are the consequences.
No one shouts to train these
dear beings to stop the nonresponsible behavior--it is “teach
them birth contrql~! Abstinence
~SS&he~illyolpositrve means of
No one says
“teach and dekand abstinence of
such behavior in the children”, it
is “give them sex classes and
showthemmeebanical
birth control”. IT IS THE “BEHAVIOR”
THAT
IS WRONG--NOT
#4
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“LOVE” FOR

YOUR

FEG

MEDIA-THE
THOUGHT
WOULD NOT BE THERE IN
ANYCASE.

Cohabitation and marriage--with
the same measure of res onsibility and equal contri I!ution
which does share and not “put
upon” the mate, is the same by
definition. The word Cohabitation, however, connotes sexual
relationships without the benefit
of contract when the act of marriage should be a desire for onene& and companionship and not
“sex” as its foremost intent.
Most marria es, however, are
built on nau & t more than “sex”
and almost instantly fail for none
can live up to the he perpetrated
upon you--even the very pleasure you sought will fail you.
It is not the “living” in the same
dwelling which gets thee into
trouble--it is .what thee practices
in the same bed which is the culprit. Friends can live together in
great numbers and have reat intimacy without so muc% as a
touch. And yet, look in our
thesaurus and you will fin (Ythe
acce ted definition of intimacy is
cop 15ation,
intercourse,
etc.
You see, oven the word has been
corrupted
Intimacy means to
share that which is most recious
and secret unto your sou P-that,
friends, is not “a roll in the hay”.

We have discussed many many
times--homosexual “lovei’ and
homosexual “behavior”. The act
of sodomy is purely a lustfuurinf
pamful
act-pure1
Love” of one gen Ber for an:
other requires no “sexual” contact--although it can be most intimate indeed for there is naught
to be treasured as one treasures
a true friend. “Love” is surely
not the possibility of giving that
one vou claim to love and cherish i- deadly disease such as
AIDS.
I did not create the disease--MAN DID! I did not proclaim
that it should be spread most
readily between men practicin
sodomy and the mixing of bloo %
from contaminated drug needles.
Man did! These are the two
revailing wa s of transmission.
f t becomes aYmost ne ligible after a while however, Bor once in

ING WHEN HE PURPOSELY
CREATED THE.PROBLEM--DO NOT BLAME GOD!
“Please explain the Divorce law and what is to become of someone like me
who has married a divorced
person? And what is to become of the man I married
who was divorced?”
Not to appear trite-live happily
ever-after. You married, you divorced, you re-married accordin
to your hearts and the laws of
the land. You can do nothing to
than e of it. You certamly
woul % not move back in time
into a damaging situation to effort a rectification of something
that was wrong in the first place.
It simply is done. Do that which
you can, to the best of your ablllty to have a “res onsrble” and
“mtimate” relationsvll‘p with that
spouse presently yours.
It is a fact, that many marria es
which are consummated and t5-le
“pair” comes into this truth-are
still grossly wrong for each other
and shall never have peace in
the relationship. There will yet
be many mamages dissolved by
the laws of the land for they
truly werenot sconsummated in

the love of God and The Creation in the first place.
Now I shall have to move further
back in time to the point in
which these rules were first
made “public”. In the days before, and at the time of Jesus, if
a woman were to be divorced, it
was that the woman would be totally destitute and had no manner of tending herself, nor that
of the children for the man
would usually sim ly walk away
from all responsibi x‘ty. In almost
all instances the reasons for the
leaving were for lack of the
woman’s producing an heir or
for indulgence of sexual pleasures with another
woman.
Again, total lack of responsibility
for actions.
It is not the divorce which is
necessarily incorrect--it was the
lack of pre aration and responnbili in t Re original mama e.
Ma7es were chosen incorrect? y,
marriages made incorrectly and
nothing has changed throrgh the
except
centuries
s onsibility has become less a:d
t Iie methods different. Woman
can better tend herself today--but not if she has children and
men were not made to be mothers and mothers were not made
to be fathers. MANKIND has
forgotten that there ever was a
purpose in two genders.
Again this is not to condemn
you who have changed partners-most have done so quite honorably. It is however{ another
instance whereby man trOtes” 111
the laws and changes the rules
when the truth is ou cannot
‘tote in” THE LAW B OF CREATION. You can make of the
action legal in the eyes of the
lands-it does not make of it
right in the truth. It most certamly is not my desire to see any
persons live in the hellof a bad
relation&i . I would su est,
tRat if you hiant I3 :k;
yEdtr,
aspect
“financial” fesponsibility
ro erly-the divorce rate wouP%
d e
negligible.
This, again, is to point unto you
what has .gone wren in order to
bring you to the con ils ion, overpopulation and devastation of an

ecological system of a planet
which re uires re-nurturing.
You see, w% ether ones wish to
consider this a prison planet or
not, it is---it is, for you cannot
et off this placement---you as
fiumans cannot live in s ace nor
travel to other inhabita &le lanets--the other planets whit R you
might reach are all prior to your
experience and are in the recleansing themselves.

This would, therefore serve as a
sum should the husband be killed
or otherwise absent and in relative meaning--act as what you
now call insurance. At that time
it was further understood without demand--that
substance
would be set aside in addition,
for any children birthed into the
marriage.. This was set up.solely
for securrty and “responslbiliity’
as caretaker.

Whether the Laws are pleasant
or not there was a reai reason
for th& LAws OF ~SREATI~N
AS SET FORTH BY CREATOR--your planet was made
able to sustain approximately
500 million people with a few
more or less--you will now count
somewhat over 6 BILLION. I
care not what you think of restraint and procreation rules--the facts are---that is what has
done you in. Man ceased using
the act as “love” and “creation
and uses it for lust, control and
power-all without responsible
attitudes toward the partner or
to the problems created.

All manner of “gross” misconceptions came from these rules. For
instance, it was later dreamt up
that a brother should take as
wife his brother’s widow and in
fact, bear ghiltG,
“for Th2;
brother”.
.
would appear to me to be some
rather evil excuse to get that
which is onl a woman’s to give
in payment Yor caretaking on the
art of the brother. Do you see
Flow man tampers in everything
of value and rewrites to sun himself? The logical reasoning and
fact is that no-one can do anythin such as have a child--“for”
anot%er.

God is now telling you what went
wrong so that as the word comes
forth you come into understanding for there will a ain
come the time when there wiii be
rebuildin . and unless you are
ready, whn g and able to abide
b the Laws as given forth--- ou
sITall end up in this same Bastardly disaster.
Dharma, this is going too be
m.uch to lengthy to conclude
without a break and here it appears, is a good place to pause.
I am very indebted to’ my recious little D., who has care Pully
thou ht and prayed over these
‘are not lightly
ques i ons-the
asked in beh a?f of all of you and
I accept them in the same deep
and smcere hope of res onding
in like manner. UPPER ii OSTp.EMB;R
THAT WHAT IS
PAST---MUCH
BROUGHT
UNTO
YOU
NOW IS QUITE FRANKLY
AFTER THE FACT--NO ON6
LISTENED CAREFULLY AT
ONSET. HOWEVER, ALL OF
“2 :JjQjRE
YOU.
PETRATOR$ FOR THl!!E%
ONLY ONE OF THOUSANDS
:.

SANANDA,
ASIDE,
TO
AWAIT YOUR SUMMONS.
l/l l/2 SANANDA
Sananda
you.

to continue.

Thank

We will resume responding to
DG’s questions, please.
“Why must the man give
payment in silver or ? to the
woman he will marry for her
security if she is equal in
spirit to man.7 Is it because
in most cases she will bear
his children and need his protection and security?”
Yes, this is in part true but there
are other reasons also. Do not
forget that at the time of the
wrttmg of the particular document under point-there
were
usually “arranged” marriages and
in fact, a dowry was
ected
from the female to the mT e.
Please further note that the
price was to be figured in such a
way that for each year of her life
one hundred
ieces of silver
should. be the %asis, measnred
;;Tdrng
to her knowledge, her
and her strength, provide a her health was not lacking.
Also, the price was not to be
considered as that of a purchase,
but as securitv for the woman,
should circumstance arise which
would cause her to be lacking.
In addition, the sum would go to
a most trusted steward .who
would be handlingrpossessions.
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It was basically assumed that if
you gau e the number of ears
of age t%e woman would i:e at
marrla e and her worth, that she
could Hme that e ual number of
years after a a usband’s departure or remarry, etc., within
that period of time. Once a ain-responsibility and a show o9 respect for the equality of the conof difference
tribution althou
in types of contn e ution.
“Since most of us on this
planet have committed some
of these and other sins
against the laws of Creation,
how can we be forgiven by
the Cre.ation~bo$d how *do
we
go
getwit
‘straightened up’?”
You move forward fromwE;
“now”. It is not even
that you can sna yourT?irl gers
and all will be dif Perent and you
will be perfectioh. By the simple
attention and care to the correcting has already produced the
“forgiveness”. Even the term is
not quite correct, for there is actually nothing to “forgive” as
such. You sim ly have made errors---which af!er a& is all that
#4

“sin” is---the falling short of erfection. Further, all man lfl‘nd
sins for all man is short of the
ability of total perfection.
If you have intentionally hurt no
one--simply go thy wa , do not
sit and dream up ossib7e injuries
to punish of se1P. Self-punishment is the weakest of all ventures for you will usually jud e
yourselves too harshly in t %e
ending. Leave major judgments
to yourself and God in the ‘udgment time. You will know I4 ou
deliberately
injured
anotKer
through intention.
The major
oint in change is to cease
amentin about that which is
done an% past and take that
which can be changed and move
forward. If a thing cannot be
chtv;g;d, be wise enough to
.

F

“Does the Creation destroy any of its Creations? I
am referrin to the evil ones
of Satan, B mean what becomes of those who have
chosen the “dark” path?”
No! And here is where it is unfortunate indeed for mankind
that the fact of reincarnation
was removed from your Holy
Teachings.
By removing the
term
and
knowledge--you
deleted the very cause of the exenence in the first place. BeFieve me, chelas it was in all the
Holy Books and was deliberately
removed in order to maintain
control of one group over that of
another. I shall cover that at
eat length in a forthcoming
!roumal.
Physical,
third
dimensional
physical experience is a “play” in
which ou are destined to fill
basical Y
y all parts. Your soul is
birthed and grows and matures
through the experiences both in
the present compression and in
higher realms in order to grow
a am mto the total perfection of
8 od-ness, to again become ONE
with Creator.
In every instance of Christ incarnation it was a gift to show
you the fiAC3’ of no death of
soul and abundant and continuation of true LIFE. The Christ
energy as man would experience

and show that man can truly live
the Laws of God and Creatton in
all circumstances and in fact, by
so-doing, bring balance and
oodness into a very dank and
%ingy existence. It is even more
smu and elite to proclaim that
Goc?would have only sent forth
ONE. Further, at the time of
impasse in a time in which the
world could sink ve little lower
into evil and anguisx , one would
always come forth to point the
direction of truth, brmg forth
again, the WORD and do whatever necessary at the time and in
the circumstance present at the
moment, to remind mankind of
his truth and purpose and remind him of the Laws and how
he must live. You see, if man
had returned to the Laws of The
Creation at the time of Jesus,
you would have managed to return balance to the sagging
planet. Man was in desperate
straits but the lan~~loat leeit
population
an B
could have remained in F-alan&
and righted her own ills. Man
simply mcreased in numbers and
decreased in his own balance
and caretaking responsibilities to
all life--all relations. Therefore,
at a iven point you are set for
self- Bestruct. It does not mean
total “destruction” and life soul
energy is never destroyed.
Now, I shall point out a reminder
to ou ones who have been
ma de privy to the questions and
responses of Hatonn to TD, and
clear a few points with ones who
have not.
When Lucifer as head of the
Archangelic realms and who was
the favored and beautiful creation of God was
elled from
the resence of Go
YF-“to shape
up”- R e took his followers and
ran rampant about the Universe-tearin
up the
laz au3p;
which t7-ley inhabit e!i
ter of fact, Earth herself had to
be “reclaimed” in order to make
it habitable for new creations.
further, to be the
Satan was banished
name was changed by
od, to Satan). Lucifer rnearrs
the &ight sam&lxnext bglhxlh~
mommg,
erfetbon.
When evil enter
Iie obv@usly po longer coul
“%

wear that sign around his neck.
Lucifer defied God and was
stricken from God’s resence to
mend of his ways. hRany hordes
of angels went with him. Later,
after failure to either mend of
his ways or to take his place
elsewhere he again defied God
and
this time he was “cast down”
.
confrontation
’
?rchaigel
Michael and %i
tossed out on his ear. “Cast
down’: and “fallen” design$e not
FogtmnaF
rather a fallmg
He was sent to
Earth and ot’her planets of such
density, and he has destroyed the
balance and brought one catastrophe upon another to the peoles. The facts are that he and
R‘s band of hoodlums went first
to the constellation of Orion
prior to Earth. Just as all planets
in your solar system are not as is
Earth--neither
are all planets
and places of Orion. There are
still laces in these constellations
whit Yl are totall evil. They are,
however, for aii practical purposes-prisoners to the planet, if
not at least the constellation. As
technology is remembered and
increases, abilities to travel increase and colonies are begun
and hence the cycles begin again
and again.
There is always the “opportunity”
for change and the returning
within the Creator’s flock
Satan and his bands othoodlums
hit all the oung colonies and
caused unto rd devastat’on. They
destroyed the life i orms on
Venus and Mars as they worked
their wa through the Galaxy.
This is wrlythes inoff or recognition of the “It e tilian” races.
Youare talkin a I3.lut aninvisible realm and il e reptile is representative of the “dark” forces.
It is also why, in our more recent mytholoQ, t; edus is the
“planet of love for it still exists
in its fourth dimensional state of
“rightness”. p
Creator
alw-a~ ,pro+des a
“reentry clause wbtch bmds any
evil from a recover-in lacement
for a perjod of time. 5%
Satam? m@ences at$:.~$&E
;~o~~tige~f ou wiIL:hLmoseyJho
czlrk path ‘me gwen

This, because a
“de arture”.
souP does not actually regress but
you surely can get set off onto
the side track.
BF5O~K&I’TOf3E,
.

THAT IS

Those of “darkness” are given
truth and abili to “change”.
Choosing to not ‘yeave of Satanic
ways they are left to the conseuences and as the souls come
9orth they are a ain placed in
dimensions suitabBe to the level
of growth. The totally evil are
left to express in the “void”--the
absence of light which means
actually lack of wisdom and
knowled e.
Either way, the
lanet is% asically cleared of lifeorms and energies go where
their suitable placement might
be. Satan is bound (kept from
impact) against those remaining-the planet than es and recovery
begins. The high er beings of the
planet and her transitioned bemgs move on into a higher dimension and the lower self
pyf~-~oY~u&/~~t
gy;;~~;

f

continents rise and the old goes
into recycling.
The final clash comes for Satan
is a “poor loser”! “If I can’t have
it, no one shall.” At that point it
must be stopped or. he would
surely destroy the entire of the
manifested ‘stage” and Tl
t e play
would stop and the repercussions
of +I exploded planet in the
Universe 1s devastating to your
neighbors.
While you are in the midst of
“experiencing”
manifestation
there is no way you can truly
understand “illusion of expenence”. Creator has arranged it
that way in order that you experience and learn truth. I remind
you, the astral planes are indeed
mc& unnao -you “cannot con% ormg actually IS
until you remember that e erience. You must travel a T ong,
long way on u the ladder to
a am be able Po have choices,
e fc. It surely behooves you to
pay attention now and then head
straight for home. It is a true
loss:*en
8 higher soul form $3
lgzioe
physical, f& there 1s
on
next

Blessin s are great unto you
ones wi o seek understanding--especially that you do not mislead others along your path by
erroneous answers. It IS a res onsibility-not
that you do it
Por them, but that ou feel responsibihty-es
ecia
send forth the &OI&
K t&!%
“time” to become discernin and
it is not that you cannot &gure
out your own answers, it is that
you simply need the confirmation of your correct answers and
a little more insi ht where the
answers are yet c!?ouded. You
who work most closely with us at
this time do “have one foot
firmly lanted on the Earth reali an a the other planted somew% ere in the cosrmc realm.” Further, it is a most ainful situation---not at all tFle wondrous
separation from worldly cares--just more responsibili
heavy
vision and long hard ?: ‘ours of
work. As Little Crow stated,
“You don’t gain anythin by the
knowledge except fitf d nights
without sleep and a.moqt hea?
load of responslbihty mdeed.
But ye shall be given a peace
within that will surpass all about
you--it will not remove all the
doubts, the sorrow, the frustrations, the longing, etc., but e
shall at some point know of t i e
eace within. You will lon for
Phe “old ways” when it was ck
have the new and beauteoz
furniture and lovely clothingso, do well, and continue to have
them. That, so man can see that
bein withm the light is also
won %rous and prosperous.
As contentment
comes, so
comes the change in daily values
and things which “were important” often no longer have any
importance whatsoever. Allow rt
to happen and do not struggle
nor luck thy own backsides at
turn or decision. Ye are
i?%AN-THAT
HIGHER UNIVERSAI%%?
~o~-‘mIkf$
THAT
You will all have incredibly horrendous times of it. where you
,.‘j
L
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judge and complain and strike
out and are totally miserable--that does not mean that the following day need also be lost.
That means you are growing and
that you are
ressmg the frustration of your“R umanness.
You must rise above “fear”--that does not mean that at times
you will not be completely consumed with terror and healthy
fright. These can be most wondrous warning devices--but you
must rise above “fear” for “fear”
is the most destructive and debilitating emotion--even
eater
than “hate”. Fear immof ilizes.
The basis of all inaction is fear
motivated and fear cannot survive in the presence of love.
This is why, when you clear of
your “space ’ and ask the darkness to remove itself in the name
of Divine Source--you are calling
m “love” and thereby removmg
the only weapon the dark ones
have to immobilize you. Respect
negativity, do not wallow in it.
It is impossible for you precious
ones to raise your heads and
look around, see that which IS,
and refrain from sticking th
heads back into to the san Bbucket. It is truly a mess--a terrifying mess and at first you eel
you are the ones out of the
marchin ste
REAL&
&s-i% Yzki
which others toss a’t ou in a
and au 3: otitative
“reasoning
tone of voice” and check on va-

the -burden
alone, nor
would he deprive those children
on the opposite side of a planet
access to truth. This does not
mean that that s eaker might
not have grea$ tru &l to share, it
does mean that physical ego has
entered into the picture.
I can further example the above
statement’ If Dharma were to
be mine only scribe, I -would
never burden her wrth szcitl
w
statement-NBVBR!
#4

R

ments to the contrary are to revent you from hearmg anot er.
For instance, Dharma cares not
whether or not all of you read
and hear every other mouth
aboard the lanet---in the longrun her trut R is “the truth” and It
will match of others and mismatch with some. Woe be unto
those that hold their “fans”
hostage to a lie.
Most “groups” and doctrines are
pretty sure their truth will not
measure up to this truth and in
fact, most will certain1 not do
so.
Rather than a CT
just and
make an even reater contribution, however, t %ey will set about
discrediting.
Ye ones simply
must waiver not. It is most hard
for Dharma, for she loves those
ones and loves to share the experience. She always questions
if we are contradicted and well
she must, however, seek truth
and ye shall recognize truth.
All ones of enlightenment have
made great contributions but always become most suspecting if
ones fear to share their followers
and readers for they fear the denouncement of that which the
project. If you know your trut i
is truth-- ou are most happy to
share wit E all who will receive. It
is a most wonderful sorting tool
indeed. If a “channel” refuses on
any grounds to allow his/her
“energy speaker” to share with
and commune, in a group, wrth
that “energy speaker’ of another
“channel”
ou have a REAL
FALSE PR~;PHET AT HAND!
You will find none who come
this route the least hesitant to
confront or commune with any
“invisible” energy form. Discern
well, chelas, for these are the
clues unto which you seek. I
have many. references to offer
ou along these very lines.
33 ere may be a lack of reco
:
tion on the human level f?ut
NEVER on the level of energy
source.
I recall a very unpleasant day
when there was great confrontation with Hatonn in which one
resent was speaking for Mary+
!ih e human entity mvolved drd
not reco
when Aton took
the floor fill=
ut Morya did and said
“thank you Father, for the most

necessa
and loving lesson”.
Darryl xl ka did not recognize
Hatonn but most certainly
Bashar did and there was a great
cross conversation. Most often
the “channel” involved, if speaking in his/her own behalf, will fall
into complete confusion and the
facade becomes totally apparent.
It is most forgiving of the higher
energies for ones whose groups
have become large organizations
for what is the precious
“channel” to do? W)o w+ pax
the bills for a!! thpse organizers
if the “ener+y fails to show up to
a seminar.
Has it happened?
Thousands and thousands of
times and the little “channel”
does his/her very best to pull it
off and not disa point anyone.
After a while he/sKe is no longer
burdened with “business” and finally the entire package is destroyed by evil-n is a pattern,
not the exception. It is most difficult for those “channels” indeed
and there was usually not original “sin” involved. Although, m
most cases it was a sham from
onset. Do not waste of your
time in concern about them for
truth shall out and the evil shall
Rebuttals
consume of itself.
from those groups can only assist
in our work.
Man is curious about that which
is denounced banned and censored and wid seek diligently until he can find out all about the
matter--never be distressed at
those who throw stones, especiall in public media, etc., for
they (Y
o you
eat favor. We
speak truth an !!I!you have naught
to fear for it is intended that it
shall find ear and eye.
It may not be what ones “wish
to hear, but it will be truth and
the hearts of man shall know it!
So be it and selah!

The two latest Ph-mals
are ready for delivery.

1.
PRIVACY IN AFISHBOWL
How
the
government
has
persistently
pned open the
compartments,
:::?a1
and financial, ofbFik
Big .Brother IS
citizens.
watching.
CRY OF THE PHOENIX

four
horsemen
of
The
Revelations have been loosed
and are rava ‘n the population
of the world F%
0 AY.
The government of the United
States of America is now firmly
in the hands of the elitist Cartel
who are dedicated to the
colla sing of all nations into a
ONT!World Government by the
year 2000.
The price is $10 per JOURN
*
10% discount on orders
o
more.
California residents add 7.25%
sales tax. Add ship in , $3.25
for first title and Pl1, 0 each
additional.
($clutrg

Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, 6992
El Camino Real #104-335,
Carlsbad, CA. 92009

I move aside but remain ever in
your service.
*
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$20. per ? quarter
back rssues for the

.

Dharma, close this please for
there are questions for Hatorm
and I have s oken long. I trust I
have broug Rt more peace than
confusion, for it is my intent to
allow for understanding and not
further discomfort.
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